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Q-Law Town Hall Meeting – March 25, 2020 
Identifying Accounts and Converting Interest Rate to 0.00 

It has been brought to our attention that many of our clients are facing various requirements during this 
time. We are here to assist in any way that we can. The first situation with which we have been 
requested to assist relates to the need to cease calculating interest during this time. Below are our 
recommendations on how to handle this situation. 

I Identify the accounts for which interest needs to be reduced to 
0.00%. 
A. This can be done by creating a custom reports and query report. Below is an example that is 

pulling the ourfile and current interest rate for all accounts in the listed counties. 
• Q-Law FOX: 

String for fields to show: 
Debt.ourfile, debt.pint, debt.inttype, dlegal.ct_county FROM .\data\debt JOIN .\data\dlegal ON 
debt.ourfile = dlegal.ourfile 
 
String for WHERE statement: 
Inlist(upper(dlegal.ct_county),"HAMILTON","MARION","MADISON","LAKE") OR 
inlist(upper(xcontactseek(debt.ourfile,"DEB","1","ref2")),"HAMILTON","MARION","MADISON","
LAKE") 
 
Sort By: 
Debt.pint 
 
• Q-Law FOX example: 
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B. Once you have compiled the data, List it to an Excel spreadsheet 

 

*****The report you build may very well have different selection criteria ***** 
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• Q-LawE SQL 

String for fields to show: 
debt.ourfile, debt.pint, debt.inttype, dlegal.ct_county FROM debt JOIN dlegal ON debt.ourfile = 
dlegal.ourfile JOIN dname ON debt.ourfile = dname.ourfile 
 
String for WHERE statement: 
upper(dlegal.ct_county) in('HAMILTON','MARION','MADISON','LAKE') OR (dname.type = 'DEB' 
and dname.dbr = '1' and upper(dname.ref2) IN('HAMILTON','MARION','MADISON','LAKE')) 

 
Sort By: 
Debt.pint 

 
SQL screen: 

 

*****Again, the report you build may very well have different selection criteria ***** 
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II Once you have compiled your list of accounts to be converted to 
0.00%, create a task code to use for processing this change only.  
A. From the Main menu click [Maintenance] 

• Q-Law FOX            

 

• Q-LawE SQL      
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B. Once in the Maintenance menu, on the Edit/Add/Delete/Functions tab click 

[Task Code Manager] 

  

C. Then create a task code to use in the top left box and click [Add new]  
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D. Click [Yes] to confirm to add the new task code 

 

E. Once in the task setup screen click [Edit], then check the Auto execute box and give the task 
code a description 

 

• In Q-LawE SQL, also activate the task code by checking the Active task box 
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III Once the list of accounts has been generated and listed to Excel and 
you have added the task code to the task code manager, mass add 
the task code to your accounts. We will use clipboard list and 
processing options for this process. 
A. From the Excel spreadsheet of accounts, copy the ourfile column to your clipboard 
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B. Then from the Main menu click [Work case] 

 

C. Then click [Task manager] 
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D. In the Task manager menu, click [Clipboard list] 

 

E. The list of ourfile numbers will appear in the box on the left; choose to Show processing options 
after match by checking the box and make the decision if you are or are not going to exclude 
closed files, then click [Ok] 
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F. The list of accounts will appear in a grid; click [Select record] 

 

G. Once the Processing options screen appears, enter the task code you created in the box next to 
the Add task button, then click [Add task] 
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H. Once the system has completed adding the task code to the account, a prompt will appear; click 
[OK] 

 

IV  Since the interest rate affects several tables of data in Q-Law, you 
cannot simply change the debt.pint field to 0.00. Instead use 
State Variable Interest Update in the Maintenance menu. 
A. From the Main menu click [Maintenance] 
B. Click [State Variable Interest Update] on the Edit/Add/Delete/Functions tab 

 

C. Then enter the task code in the taskcode field; make sure the box next to Complete this task 
only if no exceptions is checked to complete the task, enter 0.00 in the New interest rate field, 
and input the date you want the new interest rate to be effective in the Effective date of 
interest change field 
• Click [See list with selected taskcode] to see the number of accounts/tasks to be processed 
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• You could choose to add another task to add to files in case the rate cannot be changed for 
some reason; to do so, follow Step II above 

• Then enter that task code in the box indicated or select it from the dropdown list 

 

• When you are ready, click [Start process now] 
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• When the system is finished with the interest rate updates it will indicate how many 
exceptions and successful completions there were in the boxes indicated. You can choose to 
view a detailed report by clicking the applicable buttons. If you chose to add the task code, it 
would also be added to those accounts with exceptions. 

 

V You have a few options to revert the interest back to the original rate 
once the Courts have given you permission to do so. 
A. You could maintain the spreadsheet you created in Step I. However, you cannot change the 

interest rates back in one step. You would need to change the rate back in groups by interest 
rate.  
• Example: Change all the accounts that need to be changed back to 8.00% in one stage, then 

change all the accounts that need to be changed back to 10.00% in another stage, etc., by 
following Steps II through IV. 

• Be sure to update your Excel spreadsheet should any of the accounts need to be changed to 
a different interest rate. 

B. You could use vendor import or replace data field using a csv file to populate the prior interest 
rate in a chosen data field in Q-Law.  
• Using this option, you would maintain any changes to the rate in that field until you are 

ready to update interest once again. Then you could build a new report using that field and 
following Steps I through IV. 

• Again, this will need to be done in stages since all the accounts are not being changed back 
to the same interest rate. 
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C. You could manually update the interest rate on each individual account or just on those 
accounts that have a unique interest rate.  
• Go to the paycard on the account and click [Add manual] on the Debtor’s paycard. 

 

• Then click [Interest rate chg]. 
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• Click [Yes] to confirm changing the interest rate. 

 

• Input the Date you want to make the interest rate change effective and, in the Payor field, 
enter the interest rate you want. 

  

• Click [OK] to confirm changing the rate. 
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